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PRESIDENT'S REPORT.

Hi Everyone, Welcome to 2010
As this is our first
issue for the year (Twenty ten slips off
the tongue much easier than 2009,
don’t you think?) I’d like to take the opportunity on behalf of your Committee
and State Co-ordinators to wish each of
you all the very best for the year ahead
and I trust that you had a safe and happy Festive Season and the wallet is still
in recognisable shape.
I hope you have enjoyed previous issues
of SideScreen….the new Editorial Team
of Terry and Jenny Hicks ably assisted
by old hand but ever youthful Bob Slender….all they need now is for more
members to write stories, snippets, or
tips and SideScreen will be an even
more sought after source of entertainment and information.
National Meeting and Concours Toowoomba 2010
John Buck has resigned from his position as Queensland State Co-ordinator
to put all his considerable energies and
expertise into making Queensland’s second National Meeting the resounding
success that I’m sure it will be. The
good news is that the very capable exmembership Secretary, Bob Watters has
picked up the baton as Queensland
State Co-ordinator. Welcome back
aboard Bob.
While I am handing out bouquets, the
new web-site manager, John Blake, certainly deserves credit for the fine job he
is doing. Well done “Blakey”. The number of emails I get from around the
World praising the website is astounding.
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There are still a few copies of Life Member Graeme White’s fantastic book
“Triumph Sidescreen TRs” still available… a must for your library. Don’t miss
this once in a lifetime opportunity…act
now.
As always, get out and about in your
TRs, both you and they will appreciate
the experience.

BesTRegards
Geoff James

Editor’s Report

This magazine will be
a little leaner following on from last time
when we had all the Outback TouR and
Concourse information. Still I am
pleased that we do receive a lot of great
“bits and pieces” from members. Keep
up the good work.
I was particularly pleased to receive
Bob Adam’s article about his engine
problems. I was considering writing up
something myself but it was not my personal experience. He has explained his
experience very well. Read it carefully.
Beyond that we did have a problem
with some of the small images in the last
magazine which had poor resolution.
The problem has been traced and hopefully it won’t reappear. We are also enlarging print and image size wherever
possible though this may mean less images. All part of the learning curve.
Regards, Terry
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CHAFF FOR SALE
Used or Unused: - the unused is expensive
The used is cheap as it’s already been through the horse.

“OILS AIN’T OILS”
What has all this got to do with TR’S?
I am writing this so there is an awareness of some pitfalls, which have happened before,
and, recently, and more often than I first thought.
My car aTR3A the “Sparra” was one of the 8 TR’S that set off on the TR’S Outback
Tour ,unfortunately the “Sparra” didn’t get all the way home, and ,was flat topped from
Port Augusta – What follows is a chronicle of events.
I purchased the car in December 2005, and rebuilt the motor and gearbox immediately.
All went well for some time, however the motor always sounded Tappetty (as do a lot of
TR’S so I’m told), the noise slowly got louder, however, there was no sign of wear, hardly any adjustments needed, and, then in May this year (2009), the motor started to lose
power and make an unusual exhaust noise (not dissimilar to a blown manifold or flange
gasket.).Upon inspection I noticed some rockers were not rocking anymore, and on further investigation with the head off, it was revealed that the corresponding lifters were
destroyed, and, consequently the lobes on the camshaft also.
“No worries” I said, I know the reason for this – oil contamination.
In January 2009 the oil pump spindle had virtually disintegrated, I found no signs of
other damage or contamination, and, so the oil pump was replaced. When the followers
and Cam packed up, I thought this was the cause, so out came the motor, and thoroughly cleaned; - block dipped; crankshaft oil ways cleaned- nothing left to chance! The motor ran beautifully all the way to Alice Springs and around town, no overheating and oil
pressure excellent.
Heading south again I puzzled about the exhaust note and tappetty noise, so on arrival
at Curtin Springs I took the rocker cover off, and there to my dismay number 4 inlet rocker was not rocking properly, so “Sparra was left alone in the Car park and Robin and I
toured Ayers Rock and surrounds in the X Trail “Ambulance” .with Terry and Jenny
Hicks being our charming hosts.
I decided to drive the “Sparra” as far as he would effectively go on 3 cylinders, so on
arrival back at Curtin Springs gave him an oil change and added some Nulon slippery
stuff and off we went all the way (very noisily!) to Port Augusta.
Upon arrival there, another inspection revealed two more cylinders were not rocking and
rolling as they should. Now to get to the Crux of the matter WHAT? WHY? ……!and so
quick this time. After a lot of phone calls and advice from young and old mechanics, the
main points seem to be that using old parts still conforming to original specs, such as,
the oil pump especially the spindle is a good idea! Checking the old lifters and refitting –
is a good idea. If you have to fit new parts, do some research. I have discovered there
are various grades of quality, all related to price (of course) and of various suppliers in
the U.K. and U.S.A – hence you get what you pay for ,which brings me to the Chaff analogy. It seems that the lifters at $5 each, made obviously cheaply, are possibly not as
good as lifters at $25 each. This has been explained to me and others in no uncertain
terms “You get what you pay for”. The people who have pointed this out are respected
engineers in the auto trade
. That you are not using friction modified modern oil is a good idea! If in doubt ring the
1800 number on the back of your oil container, and speak to the techno dude. They will
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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tell you which oil they recommend for your cars, and it is essential to make sure that it
contains ZINC. Another good idea is if you are about to start a new fully loved reconditioned motor, use the best quality running in oil available, one brand (readily available)
actually states, that it provides Cam protection during the running in period. I am deliberately not mentioning brand names, because there are so many tangibles here, that it’s
hard to say with conviction what was the cause of these events. These are the facts, you
can act upon them, or dismiss them, however I hope that this article saves other members from the Trauma I have experienced. So old Sol was probably right “Oils aint Oils”.
One brand name I think I should mention is Crane Cams Superlube.Its available from
SpeedPro is labelled Cam Break In Concentrate (Zinc) for the vital protection of your
Cam and Lifters during running in and subsequent use.
.
At this point I would like to thank everyone who has supported me with advice and
research, especially Geoff Kelly, who not only repaired the motor in amazingly quick
time, but did a lot of research as well, and in between him and I, upon comparing all the
data were quite amazed at the frequency of this problem, and the knowledge that is
available once you delve into it.
Happily the “Sparra” is rocking and rolling beautifully at the moment
On a brighter note the trip to Alice Springs, was just fantastic. Ian & Kate Cuss’s organizational skills were amazing, ranging from secure and enjoyable accomadation, to
the tours and interesting facts related as we merrily rolled along and tuned to the C.B.
The team was outstanding; the preparation of the vehicles at its highest, well I thought
ours was, but alas…..and the support was just great; some observations may have been
a bit rough ,like the 3 cylinder TR; or the 1500 TR; or when one young lady asked me
which car I drove, some witty team member remarked “he doesn’t !,however at one
stage when I said I could easily cry, there was a big OHHHH, so maybe they did care
after all. I did notice that other team members suffered the same taunts if they erred.
One lanky bearded motor mechanic, who drives a green TR3, wore them well and lots of
them! For lots of reasons, something to do with a lost sidescreen. Another moustachioed
accountant, who drives a nice primrose yellow TR3A, took
it all and more; something to do with diesel!!. Even the trip leader, who was suffering
from near death (serious, the doc he saw in Alice Springs wanted to hospitalize him)
when someone mentioned The Kiss of Life, mutterings of “you’re going to die” or something like that were heard! And all that when we were sober!
Next trip I just want to end it by driving over the mountains and up the driveway in the
“Sparra” and not in a hire car!

Bob Adams
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GEAR in December
As usual the merry crowd at GEAR
had their final run for the year at
Wakefield. And the usual turnout of
diverse cars was there along with an
even more diverse driver selection – a
sample included a single – seat open
wheel Triumph Herald Special driven
by a fellow wearing full motorcycle
leathers in the form of a formal dinner
suit complete with bow tie. You can
never accuse GEAR of ‘look alike’ cars
or people….!!! The best bit was a full
turnout of five sidescreen TR’s - Brian
Richards, Alan Bare, Dodger Gates,
John Lamond and Bill Revill. All of the
TR’s were in the same events and so
had good times in competition .

Bill Revill had some awkward moments in the first practice with handling problems and getting used to going quickly in the TR after the lightweight precise
handling of his Formula Vee. However all of the cars ran well in the day and all
finished in perfect health ready for the drive home.

Journal of the TR Register Australia
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It was also a shakedown for the Festival of Sporting Cars event at Easter to be
run on the ‘holy grail’ of Australian Motorsport – Bathurst! Easter Sunday and
Monday will see a 6 hour relay regularity event for a diverse field of sporting
cars – including a team of our Sidescreen TR’s!!
Acceptance is yet to be finalised, but we now have a team entered – that of
Brian Richards, Alan Bare, John Lamond, Bill Revill and Stephen Rochester.
Each team must complete as many laps as possible with the greatest
‘regularity’ to a nominated time – so each of us will drive for more than an hour
each, holding time as close to nomination as possible, despite passing cars,
being passed, wind and rain, hail or shine!! Quite a challenge and all of us now
are looking at the joblists to be done in preparation before Easter….!
SO on to next year – between GEAR, Classic Rallies, Festival of Sporting Cars,
the NSW Hillclimb Championship and our own TR – Register events, there is
just so much exciting motorsport to be had in 2010!

Words: Bill Revill
Excellent Pictures
(there’s a lot more!):
Mark Ellery
Mark.ellery@bigpond.com

NSW Hillclimb Championship
Canberra
Bathurst Esses
Bathurst Mountain Straight
Kempsey Mt. Cooperabung
Grafton Mountain View
Tamworth Oakburn Park
Raymond Terrace Ringwood
Dapto
Newcastle King Edward Park

Feb 28
March 13
March 14
May 23
June 13
July 11
Aug 1
Sept 26
October 16
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GEAR Dates for 2010
(all at Wakefield Park)
Monday Jan 11 – Goulbourn Bowl
Wed Feb 17
April 7
June 9
August 11
Oct 6
Dec 8
Festival of Sporting Cars for 2010
HUGE Easter at Bathurst, then
Wakefield 6-8 August
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The Doretti page
1261
I thought that it may be appropriate to do a series of profiles on the existing Dorettis as we
know them.
All of the current Dorettis have had a hard life, and subsequently have been re-born. Perhaps none quite so hard as 1261. And as this is the one that reappeared first, we shall start
with this one.
I first met 1261 when advertised in the Canberra Times –for sale, in 1972. Being young ,
enthusiastic, and stupid I just had to have it. A lot of people looked at it, and walked away.
After all, $150 was way too much for what it was. But silly me, after haggling down to $120
bought it. Everyone told me I paid way too much for it, and so I did.
It had been driven around a paddock
one night on a full moon, by someone
on a cocktail of Elderberry wine and
Mandrax tablets. There were a lot of
tree stumps in that paddock, and next
morning was not a pretty sight! The next
thing that happened was an attack with
a pair of tinsnips, to make it into an”
open wheeler”. Of course the inner
structure did not allow for that, and the
aluminium shroud was folded over 3
times, like paper, and the whole thing
stuck in a shed for a long period of time.
The inner steel framework had been
deposited in an erosion gully on the
property. It was not a good look at
all ,with its bodywork painted orange

and grey, obviously with a 4 inch brush.

But enthusiasm knows no bounds, until I realised I had no skills or no money to do this, so to
avoid losing face, and appearing a bigger idiot than ever, I enrolled in a night class at TAFE
in panel beating. This was back in the days when the government encouraged people to
learn new skills. Different today, we just buy everything from China!
However, this is where I fell on my
feet. The head teacher was one of
nature’s gentlemen, who just
loved his craft. He could run his
hand over a curved panel in an
almost sensual way, and his skills
were second to none. He did not
even laugh when I brought in mangled panel after mangled panel, or
even when I towed the thing in on
an a-frame. His name was Les
Robinson, a man whom I was
most fortunate to meet.
My wife Sandra was wonderful
here also. Every Thursday she
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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would have my tea ready, children attended to, and I would read a story to the kids, eat tea,
and tow this hulk of a thing into Tech.
After a couple of years this thing took shape, and I was able to enlist in the Spray Painters
course. And then all the hard work assembling it. That is a story on its own.
I had previously known of these cars, but seemingly not many others had. During the rebuild
there were no other like cars around to copy off, or work out what went where, or what was
original or not, or access to spare parts. Also during this time I wrote letters, and chased up
word of mouth, and eventually found other cars, but none in working order, none registered
and most interstate, or miles from home, but managed to finish the project in 3 years.
It really was an orphan, but was well received by the Austin Healey club. I would drive up to
Sydney, compete in a Hillclimb or lap dash, and drive home that same evening.
The first outing , I remember was at Silverdale Hill climb, where with an over abundance of
enthusiasm, and no knowledge of the track, I left the road going rather hard when the accelerator jammed open. I got out and noticed the front wheels were off the ground over the
edge. Then I looked at the back wheels, which were also off the ground, and the car was
resting on the chassis. After being towed back on, and a few repairs, I was able to finish the
day, and drive home. The pulse rate shot up a bit though.
In the late 1980’s it was accepted into the TR Register and truly found a home. As you know
the Register is filled with wonderful people and lots of help.
I was invited to the Register meeting at Narrandera and then at Bathurst in 1992. There,
like the children’s fable “the Ugly Duckling”, I turned up and found another Swallow Doretti. I
then realised that it was not an Ugly Duckling, but a beautiful Swan! After 12 years or so on
my own, I had found another. There were 2 Doretti’s parked together. Since then I have only
missed one Concourse, and that was Batemans Bay. Yes, that bloody red car that is always
hanging around is 1261.
I have tried to trace the history of the car, but it seems to be cloaked in mystery. I traced it
backwards to Jim Kennedy who owned it in 1967. ( Jim now owns Chassis 1263), but came
to a stop with a man who was selling it on behalf of his son who was “ at Her Majesty’s
pleasure”. He would not talk about it, just “take it away”. Apparently it was used in a robbery
of some sort. Another dead end was a prominent person in Canberra who did not want to be
named. So I just have to accept it as it is.
So after 15 years or so of being the only Doretti, I was very pleased to be able to park alongside another in 1992. As for its previous hard life, it still has a bit of a hard time. It has been
to Amaroo, Catalina, Oran, Wakefield ,Albert Parks, Silverdale and 4 of Australia’s states
since I have had it, but mostly has a fairly easy time these days.
Since then others have “came out”. Maybe the owner of 1198, “the honeymoon car”, can
next relate the history of his car.
The next challenge after Cape Schanck, where we had 5 cars, is to get 6 in one spot. Look
out Toowoomba!
Paul McEwan
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A Ferrari or a Triumph?
I’d always said ‘….The only reason I’d sell my Triumph is to buy my Ferrari…’ A
glib line, but since I was a kid I’ve always wanted a Ferrari. But the dream of
Ferrari ownership is easily lost in family commitments, mortgage payments and
the day to day struggle to earn a living. Having the TR 3A was great and I had
no plans to change.
But I happened to pass Shannon’s in Sydney with a few minutes to spare, so
dropped in. They had lots of glorious stuff, including two Ferraris – a 512BB –
which I sat in, but it was small and uncomfortable. And there was a 1973 365
GT4 2+2 – bright red, yellow Ferrari crests on the sides, beautiful cast wheels,
four litre V12, six downdraft Webers, crema leather interior – and it fitted like a
glove. It looked great and just felt beautiful. The salesman came over. We started it up – it ran roughly, but the sales guy said it was ‘…stale fuel – a tune up
would fix it…’. The engine noises sounded expensive to me but ….perhaps he
was right. How much? $28,000 – an affordable Ferrari – well, perhaps, just. A
nice thought, but to be considered and dismissed. Two weeks passed,
then……..……the salesman called. “We can do it for $24,000 or offer – it’s got
to go” he said. Suddenly the decision is real - now it’s time to think! I could afford it and find a place to garage it – but only if I sold the Triumph! I always
promised myself I’d own a Ferrari before I died.
SO I’ll sell the old Triumph.

Then I thought of the day I bought it, sight unseen, only to find it was a complete wreck. I came into the kitchen and told Danute, my wife, it was a mess, I
should never have bought it, and I’d stuffed up. ‘You’ll fix it”, she said with complete certainty. “Take it slowly and you’ll get there”. Such confidence in me – I’ll
never forget the moment! Then I recalled the amount of weekends spent doing
often unpleasant and seemingly endless jobs to restore it. Eleven years, on and
off, weekends and some evenings. I bought the Triumph because it had a rear
seat suitable for my 7 year old daughter – by the time it was finished, she was
18 and wanted to drive it! Then I remembered how work on the car suddenly
became enjoyable after Doug Brodie offered to help, so we were working together – we became friends with Doug and Sue Brodie, fellow TR 3A owners,
due to owning and restoring the Triumph.
Finally it was on the road. An early decision was to have no roof – it was a
sports car. We enjoyed our first run with the TR-Register up to Leura in the
Blue Mountains and taking our friends who live in Blackheath for a drive in it.
“You feel like a Queen” said Paula, “everyone waves to you!” But she’s right,
just driving the old TR gives so much pleasure to so many people – folks love
to wave, to engage, to talk about the cars. First competition runs – Ringwood
hillclimb at Raymond Terrace, GEAR at Wakefield – GEAR is a wonderful midweek competition event in which the TR has now run many times. I realised
that I’d have to give this up if I buy the Ferrari….
Then our first TR Register concourse at Armidale. After many red wines with
Journal of the TR Register Australia
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the Brodies, the bright idea emerged to enter the Competition class, but it had to look
like a competition car. So 7 am the next morning saw me at Woolworths, head throbbing, cutting out white number circles on their floor using a dustbin lid as a pattern.
White circles on the sides, windscreen off, voila! a Competition car. The white circles
are still on it, the Triumph looks, feels and sounds like a racing car and has snappy
little aeroscreens and cut-down doors straight out of the 30’s giving the classic feel of
a pre-war racing car. The Ferrari would be at least as luxurious as any other sedan…..
Off to more concours, Danute and I driving together on long trips, generally with the
Brodies. Armidale, Adelaide, Bendigo, Thredbo. Armidale and back in the company of
Shirley Pitman, both cars sounding beautiful in the cold pre-dawn air. Bendigo meant
towing a trailer from Newcastle with a full size diorama to surround the car to look like
Le Mans of 1958 – the artwork was crude, but with backdrop, flags, sound (recorded
at a GEAR meeting) and Sterling Moss as a driver…. At least it was a try at doing
something a bit different. But I don’t know if the Ferrari club would have the same
feeling as a TR Concourse, complete with identifiable Chief Judges…
Competition at Wakefield Park, Oran Park, Eastern Creek, hillclimbs and rallies. Then
sometimes 1000 km - long blasts, often with both Danute and I heavily rugged up,
thundering through the dark and icy cold nights on the Hume Highway heading south,
to get to Sandown, Philip Island and Winton. It was great gaining the TR-Register
Challenge Trophy from Mychael Carr, then heading for the circuits, at the same time
meeting and then competing with old Melbourne school friends who also now own
and love their classic cars. Hmmm.. I don’t know any friends with Ferraris….
And the ‘Triumphs in the Hunter’. Monthly meetings amongst friends, no politics or
great rulemaking, just a group of likeminded friends sharing experiences, sharing
laughs. And the runs – Luskintyre with the Tiger moths, Mike Leonard’s Tulip Runs
including ‘Mad Mikes Myall Mud Run’, trips with friends to Nowra, to the Hunter Valley
wineries, the Nabiac motorcycle museum, participating in Steamfest and the Winter
runs to Hunter Valley Gardens. But there is no Ferrari club in Newcastle…..
Enough! I called the salesman and said thanks but no thanks. I’m keeping the Triumph unto death do us part. The Ferrari (or one exactly like it) is presently for sale in
‘Classic Cars’ magazine, November 2009, Brooklands advert page 31. It’s $55,000
now – probably after the necessary engine rebuilds that could easily have accounted
for the price difference. And I’ve still got the Triumph. And now I realise I’m lucky to
have a supportive spouse, the friends, the fun, the racing, the camaraderie and the
good times. Skip the pasta, it’s bangers and mash for dinner….!
Bill Revill
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THE ULTIMATE “SIDESCREEN”.
Before joining up with the Victorians on the Outback Tour
we wandered through Outback Queensland and took in
a lot of Museums. Now there’s
a lot of old Chevs and Fords
out there but a scarcity of Triumphs, let alone those of the
Sidescreen variety.

In Charleville I was greatly
pleased to come across something related. There it was; The Charleville Rail
Ambulance. I first noticed the sidescreens that ran around three sides of the
vehicle under a canvas hood.
Not only that, it was based on a 1929
Standard which is of course related to our
Triumphs.
Performance was not brilliant considering
the weight and only having a 10hp engine.
Top speed was 20mph initially but this was
considered excessive and was reduced to
15. It did of course handle like it was on
rails though corners were limited to 6mph.
Steering in these old vehicles is often
heavy; something our TR’s inherited but in
this case steering was effortless. In fact the
steering wheel had been removed as it only
had to follow the tracks.
Above all the trim colours were outstanding; Primrose Yellow with bright red crosses.

Terry Hicks
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TRs SET TO CONQUER THE MOUNTAIN
.

.The TR Register has entered a team to contest the first 6 hour relay to be
run by the “Festival of Sporting Cars” at the famous Mount Panorama circuit
at Bathurst NSW on the Easter weekend Mon 4th and Tues 5th of April 2010.
The Register is fielding a team of six cars, with entries coming from Qld,
NSW and Vic.
They are: Allan Bare, NSW. Ian Cuss, Victoria. John Lamond, NSW. Bill Revill, NSW, Brian Richards, NSW and Stephen Rochester, Queensland.
The drivers will be competing to match the lap times achieved in practice
and each car will be set a minimum and maximum time on the circuit to ensure all cars have an equal chance.

According to the organisers, they have been overwhelmed with entries and
the event looks like it will be a great spectacle, not to mention the once in a
lifetime opportunity for the drivers to conquer the Mountain.
As well as the Relay, the FOSC are also holding their regular “MT Panorama
– The Way it Was” event on the two days preceding the relay on Sat. 2 nd and
Sun. 3rd of April and a number of TR Register members are also competing
in this event.
So put these four days in your diary and come and have a fantastic weekend
and support your fellow members. Camping is available in the paddock and
the new Motel on “Conrod” straight is now open (www.mirvachotels.com/
citigate-mount-panorama-bathurst).
A number of members
have already indicated
that they will be attending as spectators and
the Register marquee
will be in the paddock
area.
We all wish our contestants an enjoyable and
safe weekend.
See ya there.
Bob Slender.
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NSW EVENTS & CALENDAR.
We trust that Twenty Ten is TReating you kindly & that you can find it in your heart
to attend at least one event this year. Even if your TR is not yet on the road, you will
find comfort, solace & encouragement among other owners. Maybe enough to stir
you into action.
Our recent soirees included the Bundeena Extravaganza for the Festive Season
which saw all the attendees receive either a full Dior or Prada ensemble or an Armani Suit......Some of the "GUYS" got BOTH.....The whole thing was H U G E. Our
great thanks to our Gracious Hosts, Delma & Peter Montessin. By the time you read
this, our AUSDAY Picnic/BBQ will have taken place. We hope that you accessed the
Events Section of the website & attended.
A few items for the Historic Plates Brigade...
Feb. 7. Bathurst Swap Meet....Showgrounds from 6AM.Attend Early.
" 13. Gnoo Blas Classic.50th Anniversary ATCC. ORANGE.NSW
" 17. G.E.A.R. Motorsport.Wakefield Park
" 20/21. HSRCA Historic Racing Wakefield Park.GOULBURN.NSW
" 21. Swap Meet.Hawkesbury Showgrounds.Nr.Richmond RAAF Base
" 28. Central Coast Show/Shine.Tuggerah
April 2,3,4 Classic Racing Bathurst.See 6 of your members in a 6 hour race
on Mount Panorama. A wonderful 3 days.Camping available.
Come & cheer; See some fabulous cars & great racing.
Fish & Chips & (Probably) Ice Cream Run. Saturday February 27.
A mid afternoon start so no excuses about late nights et al.We will meet at the
Macdonalds Restaurant,Thornleigh (Pennant Hills Rd Near corner of P-H Rd &
Commenara Parkway) at 3 pm for a 3.30 departure.Will be a leisurely drive for an
hour or so & then a picnishy sort of thing for a reasonably early dinner near the
water.Bring some chilled drinks if you wish.
A picnic rug would be a good thing also.
If you absolutely need to come late.....Call me on 0416 031 654 on the day for directions.
See you there.
mal munro

NSW INVITATION RUNS
Triumph Sports Owners Association
Coffee and Cake Runs
Wed Feb 24 11 am Cafe Whitewater, Penrith Whitewater Stadium
Wed Mar 31 11am Parramatta Park Cafe, Parramatta Park
It was great to have members of the TR Register come along. Neil and Cathy
Tribe were regular attendees and Bill Newling turned up every now and then.
I’d like tp think that they will keep coming along and bring more TR Register
members with them.

Lawrie Placing, writing in January 2010 ‘Tread’, TSOA Magazine
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TASMANIAN REPORT
Shannons Classic Car Charity Run
Sunday 29th November 2009
The forecast was for an overcast day with showers promised later on. Despite
this I managed to coax John Kay and Michael Sullivan into making the trip to
Campbell Town. Rather than gather at Inveresk for the convoy run we met at
Devon Hills shortly after 10:00 am and travelled via Longford and Cressy then
down the back road to Campbell Town which was much more enjoyable. Arriving
late in the morning we found that some Triumph Owners had already arrived and
some others were soon to follow including Peter and Mary Cousins in the TR3 up
from Hobart accompanied by Warwick Lee in his Herald Estate.
All up there was around 15 of the Triumph marque present including 3x TR3 / 3A,
Sullivan Special, 4 Heralds made up of an Estate, Coupe, Saloon and Convertible, 2 x TR7, 4 Stags and a TR4. The Herald display acknowledged the 50th anniversary of its launch.
The usual range of cars were represented although MGs were scarce as their
club was running a club day meeting at Symmons Plains. The number of cars
present was down on previous years but in the order of a couple of hundred;
nonetheless the St. Vincent de Paul Society was pleased with the support received.
Another event on the same weekend at Campbell Town was the Midlands Military
Meet and Rendezvous. The car show received a couple of visitors in the form of a
tank and another utility type vehicle for a few minutes.
The event finish was somewhat hastened by the early arrival of heavy showers.
Mick Sullivan made a hasty departure due to the lack of protection in the Special
whilst the two 3As took the Mt. Joy road back to Longford with John Kay handing
over the wheel to his Targa co-driver Jerry Holder. The Cousins car was also in
for a wet trip back to Hobart..
Coming Events
All British Day
Saturday 20th February
At Royal Park, Launceston organised by the Jaguar Car Club Tasmania.
Targa Tasmania 2010
Tuesday 27th April to Sunday 2nd May
Talking to Peter Cousins at Campbell Town he recalled his trip up 12 months previously again accompanied by Warwick Lee in the Herald Estate. At Oatlands
they pulled up at a café, walked in and ordered coffee. The woman attending
them went into raptures at the sight of the Triumph and immediately raced out for
a closer look followed by Peter with a puffed up chest and Warwick. Much to Peter’s chagrin she ignored his chick magnet and made a beeline for the Herald. It
was quite apparent that she had some kind of emotional attachment to such a
vehicle from another time in her life.
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Peter continues to fly the TR flag in the south in various ways. Early in November he was asked by the family of the late ‘Fred’ Hamilton if he could have the
TR3 present at the funeral service. Parked beside the hearse it was a reminder
to those present of the years past when Fred raced a red TR3 at Baskerville
and Longford. He competed in the inaugural meeting at Baskerville in 1958.
The Post Vintage Car Club held their South East Rally on Saturday 16 th January 2010 in fine conditions and again the Cousins TR3 was in action.
The Chris Wisbey TR2 is having some restoration work undertaken by an old
friend of his with plenty of sportscar restoration experience. Being located near
Peter Cousins the TR3 has come in handy as a reference. Chris has told me
that the jigsaw now looks like a TR2 after being a box of bits for 32 years!

After our last trip to Baskerville Michael Sullivan’s TR3 was taken off the road to
have an engine re-build which is progressing.
David Pearce
Tasmanian Co-ordinator

Webmanager's Report .
Only a short report from me this issue to remind members that if they have anything to sell or want to find an item, it only takes a quick email to me at the address below. The results can be surprisingly fast. Likewise don’t forget to let me
know if you have had success from your advert so that I can remove or if needed modify it.The “For Sale” page has been quite active recently so it can be
very worthwhile to have a regular browse on the site, you never know you may
just find the part you have been looking for.
Regards

John Blake

For Sale:
Four 48 x 15 inch wire wheels. Two with good 165R Aurora tyres. Three
wheels rebuilt in recent years, but one has gone out of round. Fourth wheel
with old Dunlop SP Sports tyre. The two good wheels with tyres $100
each. Others offers.
Set of 5, TR steel wheels, four 5 & half inches, one standard 4 inch. All
with tyres, plenty of tread but old. Good paintwork, includes wheel nuts.
Four TR hubcaps with Triumph emblems in good condition $160.
Alan Mitchell (02)6361-4732. email alan.mitchell4@optusnet.com.au
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Queensland Report
Hello again from the northern members of the TR Register.
We hope the festive season has been kind to you all, and your TR’s received
some goodies from your Santa sack! – you have read this before!!.
Twenty Ten will be an exciting year for the TR Register members in Qld. Our
second Concours in five (5) years and another great winter T.T. post concours
event.
PAST EVENTS:
Sunday 22nd November – Early Morning Run & Brunch.
What a great idea – the run course was a very interesting one but not too long
with varying terrain. The brunch venue was held at ‘Estate Oliver’, the residence of Julie & Richard.
We enjoyed a wonderful brunch and of course, ‘secret men’s business’ in Richard’s air-conditioned workshop where his TR3A restoration is taking shape. He
has a rolling chassis with his panel beater (body doctor) working on the body as
I write this epistle. Great - Richard & Julie. Many thanks to you both for hosting
us and co-ordinating the run – thanks to the attendees.
Sunday 13th December – Annual Xmas Lunch.
We enjoyed great company, excellent venue, wonderful food, but I was disappointed with their seating arrangement and poor air-conditioning.
Apparently to add further criticism, coffee drinkers complained it was cold.
This restaurant has been our Xmas lunch venue for some three or four years
and we cannot complain about their culinary skills. However, it was very enjoyable and the secret Santa went over very well with Carroll Prior & Judi Bradford
offering entertainment as well!! Many thanks to the ladies & Carroll for coordinating the event and thanks to all the attendees.
COMING EVENTS:
26th January – Australia Day – Fish & Chips Run
This year we have a different approach to our traditional BBQ. We have
planned a late afternoon interesting drive to the bay side of Brisbane where we
plan a fish –n-chips evening in the park! A nice change from all the organization
and work required to host a BBQ. Many thanks to Carroll & Howard for your
planning etc.
This will be my last official event as the Qld co-ordinator (refer conclusion).
CONCLUSION:
Twenty-ten will be a great TR year for Qld. Several restorations should be
completed ‘maybe’ before concours or on a trailer entered in the restoration
category of the Concours.
Planning is nearing completion for our September 10-11-12th Concours at Toowoomba.. You will receive an email or letter covering accommodation & evening arrangements along with the tours available and post concours T.T.
By the time most members read this Sidescreen Journal, I would have completed my final event as the Qld co-ordinator on 26th January – Australia Day – but
will continue to co-ordinate the 2010 Concours & post T.T.
In July last year, I advised our membership that I would like to relinquish the coordinators’ role after our Concours 2010. I eventually found two possible aspirants with one coming forward late 2009 with an offer too good to refuse.
After 10 ½ years, with twenty-five TR’s either fully rebuilt or brought back to
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roadworthy condition and six undergoing full restoration at the moment, it has
been a wonderful experience to have such nice owners who come with the TR
to create a harmonious and interesting group. I have been keen to encourage
owners to build reliability into their TR’s and use then as the manufacturer envisaged. My suggestion is to use the vehicle, enjoy the experience, and join a
great group of owner/drivers who use and enjoy their TR’s.
After all of that, my successor is a very capable, well known & likable member
with a wonderfully supportive wife – Bob & Cherryle Watters. Judy & I wish
them well in their new role.
I must thank my most supportive wife for her long suffering years providing me
with her typist skills and her enthusiasm for the Qld register activities.
It has been a pleasure to see us grow from 2/3 members attending bi-monthly
meetings to Qld hosting 2005 and soon 2010 Concours. Of course, I must also
thank our members and in particular their ladies for their wonderful support over
the years – it has been very much appreciated.
Good luck for the future – it has been a pleasurable experience.
Cheers & regards,
John .

FOR SALE Contact Bob O'Malley - Adelaide S A on 0408 400 088.
Narrow Belt & Alternator Conversion Kit comprising of :a. MGB Harmonic Balance Pulley modified to suit TR3 crank.
b. Truimph 2500 water pump modified to suit TR3 pump housing (brand new).
c. Mitsubishi 60amp Alternator (will need to make or modify mounting brackets to
fit).
$260.00
Set of Twin 1 3/4" S.U. Carbies Later model (ex 2500S Truimph) reconditioned
(new butterfly shafts needles to suit etc) complete with TR4A long throat inlet manifold,
Heat Shields and modified Accelerator Pedal to use a cable instead of the original linkages.$300.00
Exhaust Extractors. Set of Big Bore Mandrell bent Extractors, second hand but in excellent condition. $250.00
Wiring Loom TR3A. Brand new reproduction braided Wiring Loom (including spot
light connections if required and fitting instructions) plus a NOS Lucas Voltage Regulator. $350.00
Drivers side door.1 X TR2 - TR3A short Drivers side door. $80.00
Oil Cooler including hoses Oil Filter adaptor to suit TR2 - TR4A. $120.00
Rear Engine Seal Alignment Tool (aluminium) brand new. $60.00
20 Litres O.D Gear Box Oil.Shell Dentax 90 in 20 Litre Drum complete with hand
pump, hose, nozzle as recommended in TR Tech Tips Book $80.00
TR2 -2 Passenger Seat (Tiltable)no seat cushion $70.00
Wheels 4 X 48 Spoke wire wheel (reconditioned in excellent condition e.g. splines)
painted silver fitted with Dunlop Aquajet tyres $400.00
Sundries.S.U. double ended Fuel Pump (ex Jaguar?) $20.00
Box of Triumph 2.5 PI Injection bits and pieces - Free
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Victorian Report
I hope you all had a happy and safe Xmas, and I wish all members a happy
new year with plenty of TR activities. We have started the year off well with
Ken’s memorial run to Castlemaine, Chris and Jacqui did a great job of organising interesting and different activities. In total 13 cars were involved in the run
and Viv, who also was part of the organising group deserves our thanks, see
below the article by Viv.
We were out and about in the TR over Xmas when the weather was kind and
enjoyed some great roads, the nearby Dandenongs make great touring roads.
The one day when I did not have the TR was a visit to Hanging Rock with my
son and we found a TR parked in the car park. I believe this is the new member
from nearby Romsey, and great to see others making use of the cars.
PAST EVENTS
The breakfast run to Geelong ended a hot spell with 50 mm of rain on the Saturday night and during the Sunday. This led to several members, including myself leaving the TR at home, however the brave ones, John Rolfe, Stuart & Ann
West, Roger & Janette, Mike & Mary as well as Ian Lyell deserve full points for
attending in the TR’s. Their perseverance in the conditions shows why we have
such attendance as there were 25 attending on a cool wet day to a brunch at
Geelong. Harley, organizer extraordinaire, had us ordering and eating in record
time as we took over from the fun runners who were just finishing up.
The last Jag/Healey room meeting of the year was well attended we had over
a dozen members present, including a couple of the girls turning up to have a
celebratory drink.
The Xmas breakfast was a great success except for my estimating of the
amount that would be consumed, apologies for anyone who was hungry at the
end. We had more attendees than expected and fed close to 40 people with
bacon and egg sandwiches as well as a few other snacks.
The following is Viv’s report on the weekend:As a tribute to Ken's long term contribution to the club in helping so many members with their rebuilds, it was decided that our first event of the year should be
a weekend away in his memory.

Seeing Ken spent his last years with his family in Bendigo, this seemed an appropriate general area for us to visit. And who better to plan such a weekend's
activities than locals and Ken's son and daughter in law, Chris and Jacqui
Copeland, who have kept Ken's TR2 SP replica.
The Melbourne group comprising Tony and Jen Knowlson, Keith and Judy
Brown, Harley and Bev Evenden, Hugh Burrill and Meridee Flower, Ian and
Kerry Meates and Christene and Viv Paine met up over a refreshing coffee at
the BP servo just past Calder Raceway at 9.30 on Saturday morning. From
there it was a quick blast up the Calder Freeway to Harcourt to meet those from
the centre and north of the State. Waiting in the local Tavern carpark were
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Chris and Jacqui Copeland with their delightful children Katie and Charlie, Lesley and Tony Xerri, Peter and Margaret Standen, John and Leonie Johnson
who came over from Leonie's parent's winery at Maldon, and Ian Cuss flying
solo. Kate Cuss unfortunately couldn't attend as she was unwell. A mysterious
non appearance at Harcourt was Ian and Marlene Lyell, and we later heard that
Marlene had also become unwell. So it was disappointing that they couldn't
attend the weekend, and everyone missed having a good chat and a bit of a
laugh with Kate and Marlene. We wish them both a speedy recovery. And we
very nearly didn't have another two starters, as Lesley was out of sorts, and
Christene had woken up on Saturday morning with severe stomach cramps.
From Harcourt we took off in a cavalcade of TR’s to "Woop Woop" for morning
tea. Rather a long drive you may think, but it was virtually just around the corner. Turned out Woop Woop is about the ultimate Australian attraction, yet not
at all well known. It is themed on every Aussie saying you could possibly think
of such as "stone the crows", "in yer boot", "shot through like a Bondi tram" etc,
with each piece of slang illustrated by a contraption that brings life to the words.
After delicious hot scones and a cuppa served by co-owner Andy, we started
our conducted tour of the property by Andy's wife Melva, a former school teacher. Along the many walking tracks crammed with displays, various members
pressed this, pushed that, sat on a bedpan or in a thunderbox, or adopted silly
poses as we wound our way around in absolute stitches of laughter.

From Woop Woop we drove for about an hour through very pleasant countryside to the quaint hamlet of Guildford. There we enjoyed a light lunch in a lovely
old building full of the typical charm and unhurried lifestyle of yesteryear that
you can only find in our small country towns. Soon we were backing our cars
out from beneath shady trees, as it had become rather hot, and heading to a
local winery for a tasting and tour of the premises. The impressive building that
housed the maturing wine had been let into a hillside so that the internal walls
were of shale, and the temperature remained fairly stable to create a near perfect environment for their large oak holding casks. Further along the same road
our next stop was a chocolate mill where they made the most exquisite hand
made chocolates you could ever wish to taste. We stood spellbound while the
owner gave us a talk on his production processes, and how to identify the very
best quality chocolate. The big plus we learned is that dark chocolate is actually
crammed with goodness, and can easily be classed as a health food. Strangely, the owner told us how women are actually more receptive to craving chocolate than men. How glad I was that Christene hadn't that genetic makeup, thus
saving me having to chain and padlock my choccy stash.
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Then we wound our way back through rolling hills to check into the Colonial
Motel in Castlemaine, and sit around for a while and relax and enjoy a coldie or
two. Awaiting us at the motel was Ian Lyell who had driven over from Axedale,
and we were all anxious to hear if Marlene was feeling any better. Ian said she
was comfortable with some heavy duty painkillers and she had graciously insisted that Ian should join us for the rest of the weekend's activities. Chris and
Jacqui had arranged our Saturday evening meal at a top Chinese restaurant
just a short walk from the motel, and there followed an evening of good food
and ribald frivolity. Believe me, you can't help but marvel at the range of subjects Ian Cuss can cover at the one sitting, most of which being in the moment,
and quite unrepeatable. Back at the motel the champers kept flowing, and a
core group of stayers partied on regardless until well into the night.
Sunday morning dawned a bit cooler than Saturday and our first port of call was
Rod Hadfield's famous hot rod museum at Chewton. Rod gave us a conducted
tour and we were staggered at some of the amazing cars he has built over the
years. In one corner there was a cut down T model Ford with a V12 Lincoln
engine inspired by by the 60's hit "Hotrod Lincoln". Nearby sat the monstrous
"Warman" that Rod was custom building with a Packard Merlin V12 aero engine of about 1600 horsepower. Another amazing creation was a T Bucket with
a twin supercharged Boss 429 Mustang engine. Each car in the museum's collection had an element of artistry about it that was truly fascinating. Soon we
buckled up our seatbelts and headed back towards Harcourt to Henry's Apple
Cider farm. Again we were treated to an enlightening talk by the owner on how
to make good apple cider, including a wander into the orchard before tasting
the varieties of apple and pear cider made on the premises. At that point the
Xerri's and Ian Cuss had to peel off due to prior commitments, so we said our
goodbyes before travelling to nearby Bress Winery for lunch.

Lunch at Bress Winery

There we
were rejoined
the Standens

by
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who had to return to Bendigo on Saturday night, and we all sat down to a truly
sumptuous meal of freshly picked home grown produce and chicken meat loaf
slowly cooked in a wood fired outdoor oven. The quality of the ingredients and
incredible flavours in each dish left us spellbound. All too soon we had to be
heading off in our various directions back home, and full credit goes to Chris
and Jacqui for arranging such a diversity of interesting venues that kept us both
informed and entertained.
We think the Ken Copeland Memorial Weekend will now become established
as our first event of the year, and the challenge ahead will be to make the 2011
weekend as good or even better than this year.

FUTURE

Wed 10 Feb
Sun 28 Feb

Medallion made to celebrate the weekend

EVENTS
Sun 07 Feb
EMR Breakfast run to Moods cafe in Berwick.
Meet at Healey factory 8 am or 9am at the café.
Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street,
Springvale
AOMC Flemington TSOA are having their 50 th anniversary and Concours at this event, and would appreciate a good turnout of sidescreen cars at this event.
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Sun 07 Mar
Mon 08 Mar
Sun 21 Mar
Sun 28 Mar
Fri 02-05 Apr
Wed 07 Apr
Sun 11 Apr

Mon 26 Apr
1st/2nd May 2010
Wed 09 Jun

Hume & Hovell Cricket run to the Aussie Lord’s cricket ground at Strath Creek. BBQ lunch and entry is
$22 and we will meet at Eltham Station.
Labour Day
Philip Island Historics – a great weekends racing.
Run on Sunday meet at Bunnings, Cranbourne at
8.15am for 8.30 am start.
Melbourne F1 GP
Easter
Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm.
Valley Farm picnic lunch. Bring a picnic and join us at
Valley Farm Vineyard near Healesville. (Mel 270 B7)
Anzac Day
50th birthday in Gippsland join the celebrations of the
Ann Margaret car along with custodian John Mc
Meeting at Jag/Healy rooms 8 pm. Rosalie Street,
Springvale
Tony Knowlson

Locals checking the cars at lunch– are they ‘having a gander?’
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Canberra Capers
Happy New Year to all from the Canberra bunch.
Our Christmas Party seems a long while ago now but all who attended enjoyed
an opportunity to catch up with other Register members before Christmas. A special thanks to Pixie Marshall for knitting Bon-Bons and Christmas Stockings for
everyone.
The Register attended the Thoroughly British Day on the lawns in from of the National Library in early December and helped swell the number of Triumph vehicles
on display. Terry and Lesley Goodall came up from Mittagong to attend. Alan
Mitchell and Frank Bourke were also down for the event.
The Triumph Car Club had their usual BBQ lunch with all the trimmings just before Christmas at Uriarra Crossing. A number of Register members are also
members of the TCC so this provided another opportunity for us to socialize.
David Thomson took his TR3a and his TR8 to Summernats in early January as
part of a classic car display on the last day of the four day event. It was extremely
hot so we spent a lot of time in the exhibition halls looking at car bits ie tyres,
shocks, engine modification, car care products etc. etc.
The TCC will be holding their annual Australia Day BBQ at Uriarra to which we
have been invited.

Our first event for 2010 will be on 6 February with our normal Coffee morning/
breakfast at the Pork Barrel Café.
Graham Michelin-Jones has his car back on the road after the problems he encountered on the way back from Cape Schanck.
Peter and Gayle McEwan have a new set of sixty spoke chrome wire wheels on
the TR3.
I fixed a nasty little problem when I found the TR had an oil leak after Cape
Schanck, which wasn’t there previously. It turned out to be the pin that holds the
petrol pump arm and the primer in place had worked its way half out. The only
thing stopping it from totally falling out was the oil pressure gauge pipe. Once the
breather pipe was removed you could see the problem. An easy fix but a potentially diabolical disaster.
Paul Middleton has his gearbox ready to install after fixing a couple of overdrive
oil leaks.
Jack Gault and Graham Bigg are working on their restorations.
John Blake is nearly at the stage of transplanting a new engine in the Green 3a –
the plan is to have the new engine in and ready for the trip to Toowoomba.
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Frank Marshall is working on a Triumph 2000 Mk 1 project.
I haven’t caught up with Nick and Carol Nowak since before Christmas but I
dare say that Nick’s veteran and vintage cars are keeping him busy.
One last thing is a plug for Wheels 2010 to be held in front of Old Parliament
House in Canberra on Sunday 21 March. Any interstate members who
would like to attend I can guarantee that you will be amazed at the number and
type of vehicles on display (there are literally hundreds of vehicles).
Our next gathering will be at the Pork Barrel Café on Saturday 6 February
at 9.30am.
Kind Regards to all

Graham Brohan
ACT Co-Ordinator

It’s the Pits!!
Bob Adams carefully removing metal debris from
the sump of “Sparra” with
a magnet on a flexible
shaft.
Pit courtesy of Curtin
Springs Station

Photo: Terry Hicks
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LiTerary Triumphs
THE LAST
HOT TIME
Chapter One
September
The Triumph TR3 was running
sweet tonight; Danny Holman had
been fiddling with it for a week
straight, but he'd tinkered with it
near nonstop for the eight months
he'd owned it without any really
definite results. But now he was
doing—well, nearly sixty—
through the September night, all
alone on I-80, a wire-wheeled
golden bat out of hell.
Danny saw a lighted truck stop
about eighty miles into Illinois. He
was pretty sure he could get to
Chicago on the gas he had, but
the truck stop was the first place
he'd seen open since dark. No
sense getting caught short. Not
after what it had taken to get this
far. He pulled the TR3 onto a
ramp with heavy weeds to either
side.
The station looked like it had been huge, once. There were at least a dozen
pump islands out of service, lots of cracked concrete and dead light poles, and
some hollow buildings. A big brick shell still had a dark MOTEL sign. There
were ten tables in the restaurant, and room for forty more. A big red-lettered
sign by the counter said IF YOU ARE UNDER 21 DO NOT ASK FOR BEER.
WE PUNISH CRIMINALS. Who's we? he thought, but no one gave him a problem with his cheeseburger and berryade. There was another sign that read WE
HAVE COFFEE, with HAVE on a separate card. Below that it said PRICE NEGOTIABLE.
A skeletal old man filled the Triumph's tank, then wiped the windshield and
headlights. "Goin' home?" he said, with a look at the luggage in the little car's
passenger seat.
"No," Danny said, without thinking about it.
"Well," the man said, "then it ain't too late to go home." …………..
If you want to read the rest of the story, you will have to buy the book!
Terry Hicks
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CLOTHING REGALIA & PUBLICATIONS
CLOTHING

CHAMBRAY SHIRTS
$29.
Ladies Long Sleeve. 10,14,16,18
Mens blue short sleeve. S,M, L,XL, XXL,
XXXL
Mens green short sleeve. M,L,XL
Mens blue long sleeve. M, L, XL, XXL,
XXXL
SPRAY JACKETS WITH HOOD
Navy S, L, XL, XXL..

$30.

TRADITIONAL TR T-SHIRT
Blue. .S, M, XL, XXL
White. M, L, XL, XXL
Light Grey. S, M, XL, XXL
Dark. Grey. S, L.

$15.

SLOPPY JOES
Navy S,M,L,XL,XXL

$29

SCARVES
Yellow, Red, Navy

$10.

REGALIA

Prev CONCOURS CL BADGES
THREDBO CLOTH BADGE
PICNIC BLANKETS
TR CLOTH BADGES
METAL GRILLE BADGES
TR LAPEL BADGES assor ted
STUBBY HOLDERS
TR REGISTER COASTERS
TR FIRST AID PACKS

$2.
$6
$15.
$5
$15.
$4.
$2.
$5
$15.

PUBLICATIONS

TRIUMPH SIDESCREEN TRs
$55
In Australia by Gr aeme White.
(contact Mal Munro 0416 031 654)
TR SPARE PARTS CATALOGUE $85
(reprint of factory document)
WORKSHOP MANUAL Autopr ess $15.

POLO SHIRTS BIOWEAVE FABRIC
Grey S, M, L, XL
Sage S, M, L, XL, XXL.
Navy M, L, XL
Charcoal S, M, L, XL, XXL
POLO SHIRTS TARTAN INSERT
Navy or Green S, M, L, XL,
POLO SPORTS SHIRT RED TRIM
1 small only
RUGBY SHIRT DENIM COLLAR
Navy S, M, L & XL & Green XL only

$34

$29.

½ ZIP POLAR FLEECY JACKETS

$35.

$20.
$35.

Black M, L, XL,XXL
VESTS
$30.
Navy S,M,L,XL,XXL
BEANIES
$10.
Navy, Black, (ladies grey, pink)
SUN HATS
$13.
Green or Navy
BUCKET HATS
$11.
Navy/Red or Gold Trim
BASEBALL CAPS
$15.
Black/white, black/gold trim, Green, Black/
Green peak
KEY RINGS
Leather with Car or Grille emblem
$10.
Metal with car
$6.
WINDSCREEN STICKERS
$4.
TR REGISTER BOTTLE OPENERS
$10.
CAP RESTRAINERS
$8.
TR REGISTER COOLER PACKS
$18.
TR REGISTER GOLF UMBRELLAS
$12
TR3A die cast MODEL CARS 1.24 scale. $13
Various colours.
Please make cheques payable to:
TR Register Australia Inc.
Send Orders to :

Allan Stehr
PO Box 3237,
Dural
2158

Postage on clothing & books
$10.00
Postage on Regalia
$4.00
Postage on caps, beanies & scarves only $4
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Peter Montessin’s 1928 Chevrolet Tourer
dwarfing TR’s at the NSW Christmas Party

(Editor has identical Chevrolet)
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